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Abstract. We consider several variants of a basic resource replication
problem in this paper, and propose new approximation results for them.
These problems are of fundamental interest in the areas of P2P networks, sensor networks and ad hoc networks, where optimal placement
of replicas is the main bottleneck on performance. We observe that the
threshold graph technique, which has been applied to several k-center
type problems, yields simple and efficient approximation algorithms for
resource replication problems. Our results range from positive (efficient,
small constant factor, approximation algorithms) to extremely negative
(impossibility of existence of any algorithm with non-trivial approximation guarantee, i.e., with positive approximation ratio) for different
versions of the problem.
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Introduction

Problems related to data placement and replication are of fundamental interest
both in the area of large scale distributed networking systems as well as centralized storage systems. The performance of distributed systems such as P2P file
sharing systems, wireless ad hoc networks, sensor networks etc., where resources
are shared among clients, can be significantly impacted by placement of the
replicated resources [16, 17, 2]. On the other hand, centralized storage systems,
such as in netflix, might have data distributed across different data centers so
that it is necessary to keep data closer to the demand to prevent over loading
the network. Demand patterns for data can also vary widely, especially in the
context of video on demand distribution.
There is a lot of research on centralized storage systems [9] that addresses
the problem of data layout when all the storage units are centrally located in a
single location and thus the “distance” of each client from any storage unit is
the same. However, in modern storage management systems, this assumption is
?
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not valid. Companies rent storage space all over the world from different data
centers in different locations. Since the most interesting objective functions are
NP-hard, it is of interest to consider efficient approximation algorithms.
The basic framework is the following: given a collection of k data items, we
wish to distribute the k data items to a collection of n nodes modeled by a
graph, where the vertices are embedded in a metric space. In the basic model,
each node wishes to access each of the k data items and the goal is to minimize
the maximum distance any node has to travel to access all k items. For this
problem, Ko and Rubenstein [16] give a distributed algorithm based on a local
search idea and also show that this algorithm delivers a solution with a worst
case approximation guarantee of 3. We note that the algorithm is not guaranteed
to run in polynomial time, however, in practice its convergence was reasonably
quick. In a followup piece of work [17], Ko and Rubenstein introduced a generalization of the basic problem in which each node only required a subset of
the items. For this problem, they develop a heuristic, however, for this heuristic,
unlike the other case, there is no approximation guarantee any more.
In this paper we consider both the questions described above, along with several other generalizations and provide polynomial time approximation algorithms
for them. In particular we develop a simple algorithm with a 3-approximation
for the basic model, and this can be implemented in a distributed setting. We
also develop a more involved centralized 3-approximation scheme for the general
problem as well. However, we do not know how to implement this algorithm in a
distributed setting as yet. In addition, we consider further generalizations where
we need to provide excellent service to a given fraction of the clients and not all
the clients. This is motivated from the fact that there may be a few outliers, and
it may be extremely costly to provide all data items to the outliers. Here, the
two problems deviate in difficulty immediately. For the basic problem we can
still provide a constant approximation, but for the general problem, somewhat
surprisingly, it turns out that, assuming P 6= N P , there is no polynomial time
algorithm with any non-trivial approximation guarantee. We give a polynomial
time reduction of the densest k-subgraph [8] to the feasibility version of the
general problem.
Following the works of Ko and Rubenstein [16, 17], in this paper, we consider
the “min-max” objective function for data placement problems. A different objective function of minimizing average data-access cost was studied by Baev et
al. [1, 2] under the assumption that each client only requires a particular data
item. A generalization of this problem with load and capacity constraints on
servers was considered by Guha et al. [11] and Meyerson et al. [20] (called the
page-placement problem). They developed bicriteria approximation algorithms
for this problem where load and/or capacity are violated by a small factor.
Our Contributions. The following is a summary of our results.
– In Section 2, we consider the basic replication problem where each client
needs all k data items (basic resource replication) and its generalization
where each client might need a subset of data items (subset resource replication). For the first problem, we give a distributed polynomial time 32

approximation algorithm and show that there does not exist any polynomial
time algorithm achieving a 2 −  (for any  > 0) approximation (Theorem 1 and Theorem 3). For the later, we give the first polynomial time
3-approximation algorithm (in a centralized setting) along with matching
hardness (Theorem 2 and Theorem 3).
– In Section 3, we consider the outlier version of the basic as well as subset resource replication problem. For the former, we give a polynomial time
3-approximation algorithm while for the latter, somewhat surprisingly, we
show that there does not exist any non-trivial approximation guarantee (in
polynomial time). We also consider the case where each resource can be replicated at most K times and give polynomial time 5-approximation algorithm
for it.
– In Section 4, we consider another natural generalization of the basic resource
replication problem where each node has an upper bound (load) on the
number of clients it can serve. We give polynomial time 4-approximation
algorithm for this version when load L ≥ 2k−1 (k is the number of resources).
A simple counting argument shows that this problem is infeasible if L < k.
This implies our 4-approximation algorithm is a bicriteria approximation
algorithm and the load capacity is not violated by more than a factor of 2.

2

Resource Replication Problem

2.1

Basic Resource Replication Problem

The following problem, which we call the Basic Resource Replication (BRR)
problem, was first studied by Ko and Rubenstein [16]. The input consists of:
– set of nodes or vertices, V = {v1 , v2 . . . vn }
– a metric space defined by the function d : V × V → R+ ∪ {0}
– set of resources or colors C = {C1 , C2 , C3 , . . . , Ck }.
We seek to find an optimal mapping φ : V → C of colors to vertices. The objective
function for optimality is defined in the following way. Define dr (v) to be the
shortest distance between a vertex assigned the color Cr 3 and the vertex v. The
goal of the Basic Resource Replication (BRR) problem is the following min
φ

max

v∈V
Cr ∈C

dr (v).

This is the central problem of the work of Ko and Rubenstein [16] who give
a distributed algorithm with a 3-approximation guarantee. Unfortunately, their
algorithm has no proven polynomial running time bound. We give a simple
distributed polynomial time 3-approximation algorithm for this problem. All
the algorithms in this work use a technique called threshold graph construction
3
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introduced by Edmonds and Fulkerson [7] and used extensively for k-center
type problems [10, 15, 14, 13]. We observe that the use of this approach enables
the design of very simple and efficient algorithms for several resource replication
problems. Given δ ∈ R+ ∪{0}, the threshold graph, denoted by Gδ , is constructed
by adding edges between every pair of vertices u, v which are at distance at most
δ. The algorithm for BRR works in the following way. For each vertex v, we
determine the distance of the (k − 1)th closest neighbor - and denote by δL the
maximum of these distances. We construct the threshold graph GδL which has
minimum degree at least k − 1. Also δL must be a lower bound on the optimal δ
(δOP T ) - because δL is the least value such that the threshold graph has degree at
least k − 1 and GδOP T has minimum degree at least k − 1. Now in the graph G2δL
which is the graph formed by squaring GδL , we compute a maximal independent
set I. Finally, for each vertex in I, we color the vertex with C1 and pick k − 1
vertices from its list of neighbors in Gδ and assign them a distinct color from
the remaining k − 1 colors. Due to space restrictions, we defer the details of the
algorithm and discussion of this problem (along with a few other generalizations)
to full version4 .
Theorem 1. There is a distributed, polynomial time, 3-approximation algorithm for the problem of BRR.
2.2

Subset Resource Replication Problem

In BRR model each client requires all the data items. But in general each client
might be interested in a subset of resources instead of all the resources. The
servers might also have capacity to hold several data items. This substantially
more generalized version of resource replication problem, which we call Subset
Resource Replication Problem (SRR) was considered by Ko and Rubenstein in
a subsequent paper [17]. Formally, the problem has the following input
– a set of vertices V = {v1 , v2 . . . vn }, a metric d : V × V → R+ ∪ {0} and a
set of colors C = {C1 , C2 . . . Ck }.
– every vertex v ∈ V has a subset Cv ⊆ C of “required” colors and a nonnegative integer sv as the storage capacity - that is we can assign sv colors
to vertex v.
The goal is to assign a list of colors φ(v) ⊆ C to each vertex v, such that
|φ(v)| ≤ sv , with the following objective δ = min
φ

max
v∈V
r∈Cv

dr (v)

where dr (v) is the shortest distance from v to a vertex having Cr on its list of
colors. Ko and Rubenstein [17] extended their basic approach to this problem but
had no guarantee on either the approximation ratio or the running time. We give
the first centralized polynomial time 3-approximation algorithm (Algorithm 1)
4
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for the problem. Later, in Theorem 3, we will prove that this is the best possible
approximation one can expect, assuming P 6= N P .
We again use the threshold graph technique. The optimal distance δ has to
be the distance between one of the O(n2 ) pairs of vertices. Hence, it has only
polynomial number of possible values and we can assume that the value of δ is
known (trying out all possible values of δ will only add a polynomial factor).
Assuming δ is known, we construct the threshold graph Gδ . We now square the
graph Gδ to obtain G2δ , i.e., add an edge between two vertices u, v ∈ V if they
are at a distance at most two in Gδ . Consider a color r and let Hr ⊆ G2δ be the
induced subgraph on vertices that need color r (among possibly other colors).
Let Ir be a maximal independent set in the subgraph Hr . The following is a key
observation about an optimal solution.
Observation. For every vertex v ∈ Ir , the optimal solution must assign a
unique copy of r in the neighborhood of v in Gδ .
(†)
Indeed, in Gδ the neighborhoods corresponding to vertices in Ir must be mutually disjoint. If neighborhoods corresponding to vertices u, v ∈ Ir intersect,
then there must exist an edge between u, v in G2δ - which is impossible, as Ir
forms an independent set in this graph. Since, every vertex must be satisfied by
some copy in its neighborhood in Gδ , our observation holds. If for every vertex
v ∈ Ir , dr (v) ≤ δ then every vertex u ∈ Hr has dr (u) ≤ 3 × δ. Thus to find
a 3-approximation, we focus on satisfying vertices of such independent sets Ir ,
for each color r ∈ C. We cast this as a b-matching problem [6] on the graph
B = (X, Y ) - where X is the union of independent sets Ir , ∀r ∈ C (i.e., if a vertex belongs to s independent sets of the form Ir , we add s copies of the vertex to
X) and Y is a copy of V with b−matching bounds sv on each vertex v ∈ V . We
add an edge across the partitions, if its end points are at distance at most δ from
each other. From observation (†), there must exist a b-matching that saturates
all the vertices of X.
Algorithm 1 A 3-approximation algorithm for SRR
Guess the optimal value δ. Construct the graph G2δ
for all colors c do
Let Hc be the subgraph of G2δ induced by the set of vertices that require color c.
Compute Ic , any maximal independent set of Hc .
end for
Let X denote the union of copies of each Ic (i.e., if a vertex is contained in s
independent sets of form Ic , we add s copies of that vertex to X). Let Y be a copy
of set of vertices in V with non-zero storage capacities.
7: Construct the bipartite graph B = (X, Y ) : add an edge between x ∈ X and y ∈ Y
if the nodes they represent are at distance at most δ.
8: Compute a maximum b-matching in B with bounds : 1 on vertices of X and respective storage capacities on the nodes of Y .
9: For every node v ∈ Y , let Sv ⊆ X be matched subset of nodes, assign the list of
colors Lv of nodes of Sv to v.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
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Theorem 2. Algorithm 1 is a 3-approximation for the Subset Resource Replication problem.
Proof. We start by proving that (assuming δ is the optimal solution), the maximum b-matching, found in step 7 of Algorithm 1, completely saturates X. It
is sufficient to show that there exists of b-matching which saturates X (which
implies the maximum matching also does so). In the optimal coloring, which
satisfies every vertex within distance δ, let Lopt
denote the list of colors placed
v
on v ∈ V (for feasibility, |Lopt
v | ≤ sv , where sv is the storage capacity of v). For
a color i and a vertex v, we denote the copy of v in Ii by vi . We note that for
every v requiring a color i, there exists a vertex u ∈ Y which is within distance δ
of v and has i in its list of colors Lopt
u . We now claim that the following edge set
forms a b-matching which saturates X. The edge set, denoted by bM , consists
one edge for each vi ∈ X, namely vi u, where u is some vertex within distance δ
of vi such that i ∈ Lopt
u . We only have to show that bM is a feasible b-matching,
because it saturates X by its definition.
In order to prove that bM is a feasible b−matching, we show that the number of
edges incident on each vertex is within the allocated bounds - sv for v ∈ Y and 1
for vi ∈ X. The latter bound is trivially verified. To prove that the bounds sv are
not violated, we observe that no two vertices of X with same color index i, say
vi and wi , are matched to the same vertex u ∈ Y with respect to bM . Indeed,
this would imply that v and w are adjacent in G2δ , which is a contradiction to the
fact that they belong to a maximal independent set (in some induced subgraph
of G2δ ). Thus the number of edges of bM incident on u, is at most |Lopt
u | ≤ su .
Hence, bM is a valid b-matching which saturates all the vertices of X.
To finish the proof, we now show that every node v requiring a color i finds a
node hosting i at distance at most 3δ. Indeed, there exists some ui ∈ X, such
that u is a neighbor of v in Hi (note that the distance between such u and v is
at most 2δ). Now, if ui w ∈ bM , w is the vertex hosting i at distance at most
3δ. Hence, Algorithm 1 is a 3-approximation algorithm for the subset resource
replication problem.
2.3

Hardness of BRR and SRR

We now prove some lower bounds on the above problems. The following theorem shows that Algorithm 1 provides the best possible guarantee for the SRR
problem, while there is a small gap between the algorithm and the lower bound
proven for the BRR problem. We state the theorem here; for lack of space, the
proof is given in full version.
Theorem 3. Assuming P 6= N P , for any given constant  > 0, there is no
polynomial time algorithm which guarantees an approximation ratio better than
– (2 − ) for basic resource replication problem.
– (3 − ) for subset resource replication problem.
6

3

Robust Resource Replication Problem

The objective of minimizing the maximum distance over all vertices may result
in a much larger distance if there are few distant “outliers”. Even a good approximation algorithm, in this case, will raise δ to a very high value and many
nodes could get a bad solution. It is therefore natural to study outlier version
of such problems. In such a model, the objective remains the same but we are
allowed to ignore a few far away vertices (the outliers). Several well known problems have been studied under the “outlier” model like outlier versions of k-center
problem [5] (called robust k-centers), scheduling with outliers [4, 12, 21], outlier
versions of facility location type problems [5, 19]. In this section, we initiate the
problem of robust basic resource replication (RBRR) or the resource replication
problem with outliers. In the RBRR problem, the input is the same as the BRR
problem along with a lower bound M - which is the number of vertices that
have to be satisfied. Formally, the input instance I = (V, C, M, d) is defined as
following.
– A set of vertices V = {v1 , v2 , . . . vn }, a metric d : V × V → R+ ∪ {0} and a
set of colors C = {C1 , C2 . . . Ck }.
– A lower bound M ∈ N.
The objective function of the Robust Basic Resource Replication problem is
defined asmin
max max dr (v)
φ
S⊆V
|S|≥M

Cr ∈C

v∈S

A simple extension to the BRR algorithm results in a 3-approximation algorithm
for this problem. Due to space restrictions, we defer our discussion to full version. Instead, we focus on a more interesting generalization of the Robust Basic
Resource Replication problem called the K-Robust Basic Resource Replication
(K-RBRR) problem. In this problem we only allow K copies of each resource,
while the rest of input and output structure remains the same as RBRR. This
problem is a natural generalization of the robust K-center problem- the former
problem has k resources and latter has only one. The robust K-center problem
is the outlier version of K-center problem and was studied, along with several
other outlier variants of facility location type problems by Charikar et al. [5].
One variant of particular interest to our work is the robust K-supplier problem,
for which [5] gives a 3 -approximation algorithm. The robust K-supplier is the
outlier variant of K-supplier problem. In the K-supplier problem, we have a set
of suppliers and a set of clients, embedded in a metric. The goal is to choose
K suppliers which can hold a resource (there is only one resource here) such
that the maximum “client to nearest resource distance” is minimized over all
clients. In the robust K-supplier problem, we have the same objective but we
may satisfy only M clients. We use the 3-approximation algorithm of [5] as a
sub-routine and obtain a 5-approximation algorithm for K-RBRR problem. For
the sake of completeness, we briefly describe the algorithm from [5] here.
7

For a given value δ, the algorithm of [5] proceeds in the following way.
– For each supplier v, construct Gv as the set of clients within distance δ and
Ev as the set of clients within distance 3δ of v.
– Repeat the following steps k times:
• Greedily pick a supplier v as a center whose set Gv covers most number
of yet uncovered clients. (†)
• Mark all the clients in Ev as covered.
– If at least M vertices are not satisfied return NO, or else return the set of
centers.
For a proof on why this algorithm guarantees a 3-approximation, we refer the
reader to [5]. We make a small modification to the above algorithm before using
it as a sub-routine. In the step (†), if there are no more clients to be covered
we can stop (this will clearly not affect the performance or feasibility of the
algorithm). Otherwise, there is at least one new uncovered client which is now
covered by v. We pick one such newly covered client arbitrarily and label it U (v).
Note that this process assigns a distinct client to each supplier.
We can now describe our Algorithm 2 to solve the K-RBRR problem. We
make the following claims about Algorithm 2 but defer the proofs to full version.
Claim. If δ is optimal distance value for an instance of K-RBRR, it is a feasible
distance for the K-supplier instance in the step 2 of Algorithm 2.
Claim. The set I formed in the step 3 of Algorithm 2 is an independent set in
G2δ .

Algorithm 2 A 5-approximation for K-RBRR
1: Guess optimal distance value δ and construct Gδ . Mark the nodes of degree ≥ k −1.
Let these “high” degree vertices form a set Vc .
2: With Vc as the set of clients, Vs = V as the set of suppliers, distance between
copies remaining the same as the original vertices, we solve the robust K-supplier
problem [5] with δ as the input distance. Let S ⊆ Vs be the set of centers returned.
By Claim 3, S is well defined.
3: Let I = {U (v) : v ∈ S}. By Claim 3, I is an independent set such that each
member has degree ≥ k − 1 in Gδ .
4: for v ∈ I do
5:
Pick k − 1 neighbors of v in Gδ . Assign each of these vertices along with v, one
color each of the k colors.
6: end for

Theorem 4. Algorithm 2 is a 5-approximation for the K-RBRR.
Proof. We defer the proof to full version.
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Let us now consider the Robust Subset Resource Replication (RSRR) problem.
In this problem, we are provided with the input for the SRR problem along with
a lower bound M on the number of vertices that must be satisfied with their
requirement. The objective function is min
φ

max

max

S⊂V
|S|≥M

v∈S
r∈Cv

dr (v)

Given that the outlier version of BRR and its extension with bound on each
color has simple constant factor approximation algorithms, it is a natural question to ask whether similar bounds can be obtained for Robust SRR. But, quite
surprisingly, we show not only there does not exist any constant factor approximation algorithm for Robust SRR, but in fact, assuming P 6= N P , there is no
polynomial time algorithm that provides any nontrivial approximation guarantee. In Theorem 5, we prove that deciding if a given instance of RSRR is feasible,
is NP hard. We give a polynomial time reduction of the well-studied densest k
subgraph [8] problem to the problem of deciding the feasibility of RSRR. In the
decision version of the densest k-subgraph problem, we have an instance of the
form I = (G, k, L) and the goal is to decide if there is a subgraph of G with
exactly k vertices and at least L edges.
Theorem 5. Assuming P 6= N P , there is no polynomial time algorithm which
gives a positive approximation ratio for Robust Subset Resource Replication problem.
Proof. Reduction. Given an instance of densest k-subgraph problem I = (G =
(V, E), k, L), |V | = n, |E| = m where the problem is to decide if there is a
subgraph on k vertices with at least L edges - we construct an instance of
RSRR, I 0 = (G0 , M, C, {Cv : ∀v ∈ G0 }) as follows. First, color the vertices in
V with distinct colors c1 , c2 . . . cn . The vertex set of G0 has 3 parts - V1 , V2 , V3 .
V1 has k vertices and V2 has m vertices corresponding to the edges of G. The
distance between any two vertices u ∈ V1 , v ∈ V2 is 1. Each vertex v ∈ V2 has a
set of m2 vertices, Gv , associated with itself. The distance between any vertex
pair of v ∪ Gv is 1. Rest of the distances are computed using the shortest path
metric. The set {Cv : ∀v ∈ G0 } is specified in the following way - Each vertex
u ∈ V1 requires 0 colors and hence are trivially satisfied. Each vertex v ∈ V2
requires colors {av , ci , cj } where av is a color associated uniquely with vertex
v and ci , cj are the colors of the end points of the edge in G associated with
v. Each vertex w ∈ Gv requires colors {av , biv : i ∈ [1 : m2 ]}. Each one of
av , biv : v ∈ V2 , i ∈ [1, m2 ] is a distinct color. Set M = m3 + L + k, the lower
bound of the number of vertices that must be satisfied.
Claim: I is an YES instance of densest k subgraph problem if and only if I 0 is a
feasible solution of Robust Subset Resource Replication problem. In other words,
we prove that the feasibility question of Robust Subset Resource Replication
problem is NP-hard. This would imply that there is no approximation algorithm
for this problem.
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Proof of the Claim. Let I be an YES instance of the densest subgraph problem
and let H = {v1 , v2 . . . vk } be the k vertices that induce L edges in G. We present
a feasible coloring for I 0 as following – The k vertices of V1 are colored with the k colors of H
– Each vertex v ∈ V2 is colored with its associated color av .
– For each vertex v ∈ V2 , its m2 associated vertices Gv are colored with m2
colors of type biv .
It is straightforward to check that the above coloring satisfies M = m3 + k + L
vertices - all the vertices of V3 are satisfied, all the vertices of V1 are satisfied and
at least L vertices of V2 are satisfied. Now, we consider the other direction. Let
there be a coloring of vertices of G0 which certifies that I 0 is a feasible instance.
We first observe that, all the m3 colors of type biv and the m colors of type av
must be used - otherwise, there will be at least m2 vertices out of m3 + m + k
vertices which go unsatisfied and hence the bound M is not met. Since, we are
only interested in the feasibility question, we can assume that m2 vertices of Gv
are colored with m2 colors of type biv and the m vertices v ∈ V2 are colored with
color av . Now at least L vertices of V2 must be satisfied and the k vertices of V1
must be colored with k colors from {c1 , c2 . . . cn } - say {c1 , c2 . . . ck }. We observe
that the union of colors required by the L vertices, apart from their associated
colors, must be {c1 , c2 . . . ck }. Hence, the L edges in G corresponding to these L
vertices in V2 must be completely incident on the vertices in V corresponding to
these k colors. This implies the existence of k vertices in G that induce L edges.
Hence the theorem.

4

Capacitated Basic Resource Replication Problem

Another desired quality of an assignment scheme in client-server type problems
is load balancing [18, 15, 3]. In this setting, we are not allowed to “overload” a
server by assigning more than a bounded number of clients. Bar-Ilan, Kortsarz
and Peleg [3], Khuller and Sussman [15] study the load balancing version of the
k-center problem which is called the capacitated k-center problem. Khuller and
Sussman [15] provide the current best approximation ratio of 5 for this problem.
We initiate the study of basic resource replication problem in the load balancing
setting. We call it the capacitated basic resource replication problem (CBRR). In
this problem, the input instance is defined as I = (V, C = {C1 , C2 . . . Ck }, d, L)
and the goal is the same as the basic resource replication problem with an additional restriction that a vertex with a certain color is not allowed to serve more
than L other vertices (including itself). We give a 4-approximation algorithm
(Algorithm 3) for this problem, provided L ≥ 2k − 1. We prove in the full version that, for a feasible solution, L has to be ≥ k. By using this fact, we observe
that Algorithm 3 is in fact a bicriteria approximation algorithm - it gives an
approximation guarantee of 4 while exceeding the load by a factor of 2 at most.
Algorithm 3 starts by guessing the optimal δ and constructs the threshold
graph Gδ . Let I be some maximal independent set of G2δ . We divide all the
10

vertices into three levels - level 0, level 1 and level 2. All the elements in I are at
level 0. All vertices not in I but adjacent (with respect to Gδ ) to some element
in I are at level 1. Finally all the vertices not in level 0 or level 1 are in level 2.
For each element v at level 0, its empire Empire(v) consists of itself along with
all the adjacent(with respect to Gδ ) level 1 vertices. Since I is independent in
G2δ , all the empires defined so far are mutually disjoint. Finally, all the level 2
vertices are adjacent to at least one level 1 vertex. For each level 2 vertex, we
pick one such level 1 vertex arbitrarily and assign the former to the same empire
as the latter. Thus we have assigned every vertex to exactly one empire.
In the next step, we consider one empire at a time and split it into “blocks” of
vertices. Every block consists of exactly k vertices, except the last block which
might have less than k vertices. A key property of vertices in a block is the
following - any two vertices are at a distance of at most 4δ from each other. We
now color each block of size exactly k using all k colors (since the degree of each
vertex is at least k − 1 in Gδ , every empire has at least one block of size exactly
k). A vertex in a block only serves other vertices in the same block, hence the
load is not more than k currently on any vertex. The vertices of the final block
(which might have ≤ k vertices) are now served by some block of size exactly
size k. Thus the load on each vertex is at most 2k − 1.

Algorithm 3 A 4-approximation for CBRR
1: Guess the optimal value δ. Construct the graph Gδ and G2δ .
2: Let I be a maximal independent set in G2δ .
3: for all v ∈ V do
4:
if v ∈ I then
5:
Empire(v) = {v}
6:
end if
7:
if v ∈
/ I then
8:
if v has a vertex u ∈ I at distance δ. then
9:
Such a vertex is unique owing to the property that I is an independent set.
Add v to the empire of u, Empire(u) = Empire(u) ∪ {v}.
10:
else if v has a vertex in I at distance 2δ. then
11:
Pick one such vertex u arbitrarily and add v to the empire of u.
12:
end if
13:
end if
14: end for
15: for all v ∈ I do
16:
Each vertex v has degree at least k − 1 in Gδ . Hence, |Empire(v)| ≥ k. Divide
Empire(v) into blocks, all of which have size exactly k - except possibly the last
one which has size at most k.
17:
Color each block of size exactly k using k colors, arbitrarily. The final block,
whose size is at most k, has its color requirement satisfied from one such block.
Since there is at least one block of size exactly k, such an assignment is valid.
18: end for
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Theorem 6. Algorithm 3 is a 4-approximation algorithm for the problem of
Capacitated Basic Resource Replication problem where the allowed load L ≥
2k − 1.
Proof. We defer the proof to full version.
To conclude, we study several variants of the resource replication problem
and prove that most of them are approximable within a small constant. A striking anomaly is the problem of RSRR, which somewhat surprisingly is hard to
approximate within any non-trivial bound. Our work leaves several open problems. It would be interesting to close the gap between the approximation factor
and the lower bound of the BRR problem. Extending the capacitated version
to SRR, obtaining a true approximation factor for CBRR for all values of load,
improving the approximation factor for K-RBRR etc. are few other future directions to consider.
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